
W: You can look down on the bottom there, and there is grayish
blue silt all over the bottom of the river. And I know what
it was: it is what has been kicked up from the bottom and
pollution from homes.

P: It is just like you say. They plant grass all over. I
lived in Fort White, and it was amazing. I used to swim
there. I would get in where the tubers get out and swim
down toward Santa Fe, and the sound that I would hear more
than almost anything else was the sound of hammers, which
meant that houses were going up.

W: Yes.

P: And they planted a green lawn all the way down to the river
bank. They would be out there with garden rakes raking out
that grass that runs into the river.

W: Yes. Well, the fish feed on it.

P: That is right.

W: Say you put in at this bridge right up here and go up or
down. You just look. All you have to do is look in between
the houses where they have not cleared and you would see
what the river used to be like years and years ago before
they started [building houses]. There is just no place for
the fish to raise anymore. Not only that, you go on down
the Suwannee, and it is that way right on down. They should
do something, but I do not know what. Of course, it will
get worse, I guess. There is very little bit of it left
they can sell. People have bought up everything. Fifteen
years ago people said they did not notice the homes.

P: Then the next thing people will want, particularly some of
the northerners that have come down, is a dam, because they
do not like it when it floods. Some of the people who have
lived here and are used to it say, "We will just move our
furniture. We will be all right. We are used to this."

W: Across from my land there is a big curve. When the river
would rise and overflow its bank, the bank did not make it
go straight. The water would not have to follow the bank.
It just went right straight across and washed sand, limbs,
trees, and whatever up to the houses. They went down to the
mouth and channeled the mouth of the river out where it will
dump the water out so it might not ever come up that high
again. But if it does, everything is just going to wash out
the houses.

P: Some maybe deserve it.

W: Yes. What else do you want to know?

P: You were telling me that Suwannee cooters are the best
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